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        Discover Udutu's Forever Free LMS

                Powerful, yet simple. Unlock eLearning with one-stop cloud-based solutions that deliver results fast.

Whether you need a just-in-time training for your frontline employees, a scalable end-to-end eLearning solution for corporate learning needs, or need to fill the gaps in your existing programs, we have the full suite of products and services you can customize to meet your needs. At Udutu, we’re never all or nothing. Design your training solution YOUR way!


                    SIGN UP NOW
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        Take Control of Your Employee Training

                Udutu’s learning management system is a robust, yet simple to use cloud-based eLearning solution.
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        Create Personalized Learning Experiences

                Employees will embrace the training they need with enthusiasm and intrigue. We adapt to every learning style.
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        Streamline Your Learning Curve

                For frontline employees, establish training with Microlearning modules that stick.
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        Get Dedicated Support

                As a valued customer, you won’t feel like you’re in this alone. Udutu is known for our reliable customer service & support.
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        Launch Training for Every Use

                Udutu’s LMS can get your employees Onboarded, Compliant, Certified and ready to deliver your organization to the next level.


            





    
                                            Find Out More
            





    
                
        Address All Your Employee Training Needs

                Udutu is committed to helping and supporting clients by solving their online training problems with solutions that fit their budget, time, and skill level.


            





	
		
				Employee Onboarding – In-house or Remote
	Quick Deployment
	Skills Development



		

	





	
		
				Compliance Training
	Just-in-time Frontline Employee Training
	Channel Partner Training



		

	








    
                                            CREATE FREE ACCOUNT
            






    
                
        Why Do We Stand Out

                Udutu’s LMS can get your employees Onboarded, Compliant, Certified and ready to deliver your organization to the next level. Create your free forever account now!


            


	
		
				Quick set-up time allows for easy deployment within a few days.
	Option for multi-tenant environments to service your franchise or satellite offices – you will always know exactly what’s happening in your business.
	Our expert solutions can be bundled or purchased separately – you only pay for what you need.



		

	





	
		
				Rapid deployment allows you to launch your compliance training quickly.
	Our PowerPoint to SCORM converters will make course creation a breeze and get your training modules up with embedded video and animations.
	Udutu’s Authoring Tool collaborative workspaces allow everyone to be on the same page and share the same vision.



		

	









    
                
        End-to-end Training Solutions for Your Growth

                Set up training for FREE with Udutu Learning Solutions

Pain-Free | Risk-Free | Stress-Free


            


	
		
				No programing skills required
	Full data migration turnkey service
	Create mobile courses
	Supports multimedia
	Just-in-time microlearning for frontline employees
	Integration with your HR systems through API
	Branding for your company’s unique look and feel



		

	





	
		
				Group users by categories and assign them to training
	Automations for notifications, renewals & reports
	Independent contractors (1099) & W-2 compatible
	Easy batch importing for any department no matter what your head count is
	Don’t have time to build a course? Use our library of pre-built courses



		

	





	
		
				Attach exams to your PowerPoint presentation
	Expiration window— people can take their training without changing their renewal date
	Scale whenever you’re ready
	Ecommerce – for companies who want to sell courses
	Reporting Analytics, tracking and feedback
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        Learning Technologies

                Get Started
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        Instructional Design

                Get Started
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        Course Development

                Get Started
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        Course Library

                Get Started
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        Proctoring Service

                Get Started
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        Graphic Design

                Get Started


            







    
                
        Introducing UduChat: The Future of AI-Driven Performance Support

                Unlock the potential of next-generation learning with UduChat, the latest innovation from Udutu. As the frontier of AI-driven performance support, UduChat is designed to transform how organizations approach training and development. With its advanced AI capabilities, UduChat offers a unique blend of personalized learning experiences, ensuring that every user can access the information they need, when they need it, all within a ChatGPT-style interaction model.

 


            


	
		
			Why UduChat Stands Out

	Integrate Your Own Data: UduChat allows you to seamlessly incorporate your organization’s data into a secure, easily accessible library. This means that your team can ask questions and receive answers that are not only accurate but also customized to your specific operational context.
	ChatGPT-Style Interactions: Drawing on the power of advanced natural language processing, UduChat provides an intuitive and conversational way for users to find solutions and learn new concepts. This reduces the learning curve and makes information retrieval as easy as having a conversation.
	Secure and Efficient Learning: We understand the importance of data security and efficiency in learning. UduChat is built with these principles at its core, ensuring that your proprietary information remains confidential while making the learning process more effective and engaging.


Revolutionize Your Learning and Development Strategy

With UduChat, say goodbye to traditional, one-size-fits-all training methods. Embrace a solution that adapts to the individual needs of your team members, providing them with instant access to knowledge and support. Whether it’s onboarding new employees, upgrading skills, or providing just-in-time performance support, UduChat is your partner in fostering a culture of continuous learning and improvement.


		

	


	
		
			
			



		

	










    
                
        Cloud-Based eLearning Solutions for Every Team

                Our tools are powerful enough train a large company on Wall Street, yet agile enough to serve a small business with just a few employees in a small town. Udutu can meet all of your training needs no matter what size company you have.
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        Authoring Tool

                Udutu’s cloud-based, SCORM compliant Course Authoring Tool allows you to quickly create online training for your business anywhere you have an internet connection.

Learn More
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        Udutu LMS

                Businesses, institutions and subject-matter experts all over the world rely on Udutu’s Learning Management System (LMS) to quickly launch, manage, and scale training programs.

Learn More
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        PPT to SCORM Converter

                Our PowerPoint to HTML5 converter allows you to convert your PowerPoints into a web ready, SCORM compliant course in one simple click, saving you time and effort.

Learn More
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        Test drive our Authoring Tool yourself

with no obligation!

                                    TRY FOR FREE
            





    
                
        We’re Here to Help

                Get your training up quickly. See how you can deliver mobile-first microlearning for your frontline employees and distribute and track training at scale. Our expert solutions can be bundled or purchased separately, depending on your needs.
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        Schedule a Discovery Call

                Talk to our experts and let us know your training needs.
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        Get a Comprehensive analysis and solution

                Udutu will review your situation and create a comprehensive training solution according to your training goals.
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        Build and deploy a training platform that works

                We’ll build a training platform so you can get right back to work in no time.


            





    
                                            Book a Call
            





    
                
        Or Try Our Free Cybersecurity Course

                                    TRY FOR FREE
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        About Us

                Udutu offers a-la-carte eLearning Solutions committed to helping and supporting clients by solving their online training problems that fit their budget, time, and skill level. We customize our solutions according to our client’s unique needs. You can choose from our Authoring tool, which lets you create content and material you need for your course. Our Learning Management System (LMS) is a standalone software that’s essentially an online course platform.

Our services are divided into three core solutions:

	Self-serve: users can access our web-based LMS or Authoring tools(s) and build everything themselves with our support.
	Turnkey solutions: we’ll work with the company to get their platform set and branded to meet their needs.
	Integrated solutions: we help customize messaging, branding, and integrations to best suit your goals.





                    Learn More
            






    
                
        What Clients Say
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          Working with all of you at Udutu was an absolute pleasure. From the initial kickoff meeting, all the way to the final deliverable, your team came through every time. The kick-off meeting allowed all of us to set goals and expectations, which were fully met by the end product. You provided us with timelines for the completion of each phase, tracked changes and revisions, and quality controlled the product along with us. Your team truly partnered with us, making the creation of the eCourse a fruitful and successful journey. Many thanks to all of you at Udutu.

          Eduardo Ramírez

          SBCPS Program Lead | Learning Centre | BC Public Service Agency
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          Working with Jennifer on this project was a dream. I always felt like I was in good hands. She was fast to respond and met the deadlines we identified. She was able to build upon existing course content and implement new content seamlessly. I was impressed by Jennifer’s ability to learn the material and present it in her own words. This gave us the ability to build on existing ideas and really polish it all up. I know who I will be calling when I have to develop my next course!

          Dom Ohl

          Program Coordinator | VIATEC
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          (Re: Jennifer and Maria) You both were fantastic to work with on the project. I enjoyed the team approach and the experience you both brought added great perspectives.

We appreciated Jennifer’s stylistic designs and her ability to make suggestions from a learner’s perspective – in my opinion this sets you apart from other course creators that may focus only on style. You both were easy to work with and very personable; very much in alignment with what we look for in a partner.

The process was seamless and well communicated. I enjoyed the “command center” and you both were very responsive – from our initial connection until the very end.

We also appreciate the efficiency in the narration portion – helping to select the voice and the creation of the spoken words. Other vendors expressed a challenge with getting this done, but you were very agile here.

I think what also made this course land well with our colleagues was how dynamic the course was – with the suggestion of audio, music transitions, animations, interactions, and flow control this course really stood out compared to others.

Thank you so much for working with us on this and creating a course that we are proud of to have live on as we onboard new employees and continue to cultivate the best in class experience we dedicate ourselves to offer.

          Ryan Galitskie

          VP/Regional Sales Manager | Bank Newport
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          If you are anything like me, you understand that proper training is the foundation of success, and the sustainability of your business. In my experience I have found that training departments are becoming more generalized leaving a solution to the safest, most relevant, cost effective, and efficient way to obtain end user engagement while obtaining critical knowledge validation HARD!

I am here to personally testify to a real solution, within your reach at UDUTU. Their passion for success in their craft is like no other. As a client of UDUTU at many levels in my career in different companies, I have no doubt why they are the obvious choice for any eLearning need.

I have found that

	UDUTU will be honest with you about your project
	UDUTU will be passionate about your project
	UDUTU will go out of their way to communicate with you about your project
	UDUTU will deliver the expected result, and


My personal favorite
	UDUTU makes it personal


          Matt Combs

          Director of Human Resources and Training | Godfather’s Pizza
        

        
      


  





    
                
        Our Clients

                Udutu is proud to support clients in diverse industries.
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        Our Latest Blog
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Bridging the Divide: Transforming Potential into Performance in the Workplace


In today’s rapidly evolving work environment, the spotlight on functional training—covering essential territories like project management, time management, and cross-functional collaboration—has never been more intense….


Read more
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Training Transformed: Mastering the Corporate Learning Landscape of 2024


Introduction The realm of corporate training in 2024 is witnessing a paradigm shift, embracing innovative strategies to foster a more knowledgeable, skilled, and adaptive workforce….


Read more
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Tis the Season to Stay Secure: Holiday Cybersecurity Training for Business Resilience


The holiday season is a time of joy, celebration, and goodwill. It’s also a time when businesses face an increased risk of cyber threats. While…


Read more
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					Join Our Newsletter Today

					Be the first to receive insights, tips, and more information about our products & solutions, and special offers.
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